
For more information on Hebel SoundBarrier 
please call 1300 369 448 or visit  
www.hebel.com.au

Hebel Custom Routing
Hebel panels can now be custom routed to a design  
of your choice.

If you are looking for a unique look for your next project, 
consider the addition of architectural shadow lines, 
geometric patterns or even a full mural effect.

For more information, call CSR Hebel on 1300 369 448

SoundBarrier  
acoustic barrier 
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Key benefits:
  Proven  

Sucessfully used by road authorities, councils  
and developers

  Effective noise control 
Minimum sound transmission loss of 37dB

  Design flexibility 
Easy to create impressive decorative designs,  
excellent for curves, corners and slopes

  Strong and durable 
Steel reinforced, resists high wind loads, 
vandals, fire and termites

  Easy to install 
Rapid installation with minimal site impact
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Hebel SoundBarrier Technical Detail

Rw - thickness 

100mm 35db

125mm 37db

150mm 40db

200mm 40db

Fire Rating 125mm -/240/240

Panel dimension 600mm in width and up to  
 6000mm in length

Universal beam 180ub to 250ub depending on height 
of barrier

Equal angle 150x150 to a height of 2m

Weight (kg/m)
100mm 36kg/m

150mm 54kg/m

Compressive Strength 4.0MPa

Technical Information

Making Light Work of Noise Abatement
Hebel® SoundBarrier™ 
is a highly effective 
acoustic barrier system 
that produces significant 
reductions in noise levels 
such as those emanating 
from roads, freeways and 
rail corridors.

SoundBarrier panels are 
steel reinforced Hebel Autoclaved Aerated concrete (AAC), a 
solid masonry product that is very strong yet 25% the weight 
of standard masonry and quick to install.

The standard SoundBarrier system consists of galvanised 
universal beams with concrete foundations. Hebel panels are 
placed horizontally between or against these columns and 
are held in place by galvanised steel angles. The versatility of 
post connections allows for restricted access installation for 
cantilever or radius noise walls.

SoundBarrier can be further enhanced by the addition of 
decorative post treatments, capping, routed patterns or 
attached featurework.

Note: the FRL stated in the table above is limited to horizontally installed 125mm (min.) 
thick panels for wall heights up to 6000mm.


